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AMCAT Eligibility Criteria 2017-18
Hi dear candidates, you search reminds me about one scenario. When i was in final year of b.tech i
used to run for jobs after degree. I got off campus placement because i was not eligible for on
campus placement criteria. In my college you can not sit for placement or not allowed to attent
placement if you are having reappears(Backlog) in academic.
There are questions which must be arising in one's mind about AMCAT Test . Here we are gonna
answer all the queries related AMCAT eligibility criteria 2017. eLimtus exameLitmus Exam
Eligibility Criteria for fresherYou are planning for then you can check here and read all about it.

AMCAT Eligibility Criteria 2017-18 for Freshers
Many people messaged me on Facebook and asked me "What is the eligibility criteria of AMCAT
Exam". Dear my direct answer to this question is "NO Criteria". There is no eligibility criteria to
take the AMCAT test but for reappearing in the AMCAT test one should not have appeared for
AMCAT in the last 3 months or 90 days.
Apart from above 90 days restriction, there is no percentage or educational qualifications criteria
exist in AMCAT Eligibility Criteria 2017. Candidates Can find the relevant information regarding the
AMCAT Eligibility mention in this article.
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Who is eligible for AMCAT?

Now lets understand each question one by one. If you are asking "Who is Eligible for AMCAT
exam". i would say, Everyone. AMCAT is currently used by many companies who have a
spectrum of eligibility and qualification norms. So according to company requirement candidates
get a interview call or job invitations. As such there is no eligibility criteria to take amcat test, so
anyone can give AMCAT test. That's a bang LOL ;) go for it
If you are looking to give amcat test -Register here to get discount on AMCAT Exam
Can I re-schedule my AMCAT test and what are the rescheduling charges?
Well, You can. Yes, Surely one can reschedule AMCAT test and can choose the another time slot
for the test but next time slot must be 24 hours away from the current one.
AMCAT is charging few bucks for rescheduling the test:
Less than 24 hrs to test: you cannot rescheduled test
1 - 5 days: Rs. 300 + taxes
5 - 7 days: Rs. 200 + taxes
More than 7 days: No charge for rescheduling upto 1 time and after that Rs. 200 + taxes on all
subsequent reschedules.
Please
Must Read-> eLitmus Test fresher Eligibility Criteria 2017-18
What is the syllabus of AMCAT?
All the Candidates who wish to appear in the AMCAT Test Check the AMCAT Syllabus and
Sample Papers from the Given Link.

Click here to read about AMCAT Syllabus and Sample Papers

4.What subjects AMCAT test cover ?
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AMCAT Test has various section, few of them are compulsory and other are optional according to
candidate's education/study domain.
Modules which are compulsory :
English
Quantitative Ability
Logical Ability
AMPI: Aspiring Minds Personality Inventory
Check here companies hiring->
Companies hiring in eLimtus

Companies Hiring through AMCAT

Optional modules are required by industry according to job profile , they are
Computer Programming
Electronics and Communication
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Accounts
Marketing
Human Resources
Financial Services etc.
The candidate can choose the skill modules based on his/her education and/or interest.
AMCAT Syllabus and Sample Papers 2017-18
For more detail about AMCAT eligibility criteria 2017 you can visit their official website or you can
comment below, we will reach you back with detailed answer .
For fresher jobs update register here -> Register here

Follow us on Facebook , Twitter , Google+
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